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A Magical Mystery Tour of Math HistoryMuch of what we know as math comes to us directly
from early astronomer magi who needed to be able to describe and record what they saw in the
night sky. Everyone needed math: whether you were the king's court astrologer or a farmer
marking the best time for planting, timekeeping and numbers really mattered. Mistake a
numerical pattern of petals and you could poison yourself. Lose the rhythm of a sacred dance or
the meter of a ritually told story and the intricately woven threads that hold life together were
spoiled. Ignore the celestial clock of equinoxes and solstices, and you'd risk being caught short
of food for the winter."As thoughtful as it is readable, Renna Shesso's Math for Mystics is the
book I wish I had when I first started trying to make sense of the mathematics that underlie so
much of modern magic and traditional occult lore. Not the least of its virtues is the way it makes
magical number theory accessible even to those who think they don't like or can't handle math. It
provides a first-rate introduction to a fairly neglected branch of magical lore."-- John Michael
Greer Grand Archdruid, Ancient Order of Druids in America and author of The Druidry
HandbookRenna Shesso's friendly tone, delightful "math lore," meticulous research, and clear
information makes math easy to understand. This marvelous book begins with the simplest
lunary and planetary math and then tackles the most enigmatic of numerical esoterica such as
Platonic Solids, the Golden Section, Luna's Labyrinth, and Benjamin Franklin's favorite way to
pass the time, "Magical Squares," akin to the 17th century Sudoku.For anyone who tried to
understand the Fibonacci Sequence of numbers from Dan Brown's (son of a mathematician)
The DaVinci Code, this book is for you!"In times past, math was seen as magic for its power and
associations. It was even banned by authorities who thought it a threat--a power that no one else
should hold. In this book, that ancient magic is relived, and the power yours."-- Jeff Hoke, author
of The Museum of Lost Wonder
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1Introduction:“Math?! Why?”As human beings, we aren’t just mildly curious. We’re demandingly
curious. We want to understand! We want to know! We want to find the underlying order in our
universe! We want to matter! We want to count!Eek! Count?! No! That sounds like math! How
ironic that today, in the twenty-first century—despite technology designed to help us do



everything imaginable involving numbers—so many of us are profoundly math-phobic. Friends
exchange personal horror stories of grade school math experiences, memories similar to my
own, sometimes worse. Enjoy arithmetic? Heck, with the sense of mental abuse some of us
absorbed with our multiplication tables, it’s a wonder we can even count.It’s our collective
malaise: Post-Traumatic Math Disorder.Yet despite how we personally feel about mathematics,
our distant ancestors willingly used numbers as pathways into the great patterns of Nature,
avenues to understanding the Universe and their own place in it. Many ancient cultures had
specific gods and goddesses they credited with inventing mathematical skills. With the aid of
divine inspiration and assistance, humans nourished this numerical invention, continually
pushing their skills and seeking greater clarity of expression.Often, their motivation was
metaphysical: A large portion of math history traces back directly to the earliest astrologers, who
needed to be able to describe and record what they saw in the night sky. Notably, in math history
books, those original innovators are usually referred to as astronomers, not astrologers, as if
they were either one or the other. Astrology, astronomy . . . initially, the metaphysical and
practical worlds overlapped, and it was all the same thing. Whether you were the queen’s
astrologer or a farmer marking the solstice, timekeeping mattered, and numbers mattered.
Mistake a numerical pattern of petals or leaves and you could accidentally poison yourself. Lose
the rhythm of a sacred dance, fumble the meter of a ritually told creation story, and the clear
patterns of life might be spoiled. Ignore the celestial clock of equinoxes and solstices, and you’d
risk being caught short of food as winter arrived. Lose your navigational position at sea . . . well,
no good at all.Striving to understand the order and intelligence they sensed in their surroundings
—our surroundings, Mother Earth—our ancestors sought an appropriate language to express
what they were learning. The tones and tempos in music, the cadences in speech, the
harmonious patterns in weaving or in painted decoration, the embodiment of meaning into
architecture, the elegant dance of the stars and planets. . . . These studies overlapped into the
realm of the spirit while still requiring a grasp of space, form and dimension, all of which could be
expressed numerically. The numbers we know are one means of doing this, but there are other
infinitely creative methods. The Mayans used complex mask-like glyphs to record their extremely
accurate calendars. Pacific Islanders navigated the open sea guided by chants that mimicked
the unique rhythm of waves between islands.What you’ll find in this book are some of the many
things our distant ancestors knew and used, based on long generations of seeing and
absorbing, based on sky watching, on folk knowledge, on myths and on ever-more-complex
calculations. Much of this information quietly feeds the rich foundation for modern-day Wiccan
practices. Studying it, I feel as if I’m holding a fistful of very fine and very long threads that I can
slowly trace back to their sources. Some of the threads unravel in the process. Some change
color or texture and become unrecognizable. Others are still hopelessly tangled. But some
threads—those I’ve included in this book—run true, stay bright, sing when I pluck them, and can
still bear the weight of practical use. This certainly isn’t all-inclusive, but makes for a reasonable
starting point. There are many more strands still waiting to be discovered, untangled, and



utilized.Using This BookA surprising number of vintage numerology books start out speaking in
spiritual terms but ultimately shift to picking horses at the race track. Let’s capriciously assume
that gambling is not a major concern here. When I look at numbers in a metaphysical context, I’m
usually getting ready to do spellwork, the magical action of graphically sending forth my
intentions and requests to the Celestial Powers-That-Be. Do I want to use four different herbs in
my talisman? Would five herbs be better? How many knots should I tie to close the pouch?
Why? Does the choice of day matter? How come? We’ll explore this type of number-question in
the following pages.Despite the dreaded M-word in the title (and I don’t mean Mystics), there’s
very little actual math required here. One concept that is necessary is knowing how to reduce
multidigit numbers. Since this generally isn’t covered in “real” math classes, I’ll explain it here.
For many magical and numerology purposes, we add together the digits of multidigit numbers to
produce simpler numbers, those from 1 to 9. Sadly, this has no practical application like
calculating sales tax or balancing a checkbook. It’s just a simple principle that appears
frequently in metaphysical number use.So, when the text advises you to “reduce” a number,
that’s all it means: Add the multiple digits together as if each digit were an independent number.
When you need to end up with a single digit, keep going until you get there. For example 15, the
number of the Devil card in the Tarot deck, when reduced becomes 6 (from 1 + 5), the same
number as the Lovers card, which certainly provides food for thought.Dates are handled a little
differently, as demonstrated in Figure I-1:Figure I-1 AddingA. December 31, 1950 is reduced as
12 (month) + 31 (day) + 1950 (year) = 1993B. Then 1 + 9 + 9 + 3 = 22C. Followed by 2 + 2 =
4This is basic pencil-and-paper stuff, so don’t bother buying batteries for the calculator.A Math
(and Art) FableAs a child, Pablo Picasso could draw brilliantly, but was hopeless in mathematics.
He supposedly explained that he got distracted by how the numbers looked. To the young Pablo,
the number-glyph that meant 2 just looked like a swan. The glyph meaning 5 seemed more like
an eyebrow jutting over a large nose. The numbers were distracting him from math: Rather than
seeing them as symbols, Picasso saw the numbers as nonquantifiable shapes.Figure I-2
Picasso 2Figure I-3 Picasso 5Whether or not it’s true, this story remains popular among art
students.“I became an artist because they promised there wouldn’t be any math.”—FROM AN
ARTIST FRIENDCHAPTER N°0The Circle of CreationA cat in a vintage cartoon plucks a Zero
off a sign and tosses the symbol against a wall. The Zero transforms into a round hole, a portal,
and the cat leaps through.Our starting point may seem like a Zero. But for now, before looking at
numbers and math, let’s simply see it as a circle. No matter what our spiritual practice, we each
live within the circle of creation, each within the circle—the cohesiveness—of our own form.This
is an opening consideration about human form and how we use it. We may feel comfortable with
it. Or not. In a sense, what we do with our lives, how much joy and satisfaction we experience,
will be based on how well we get along with “the equipment,” the form we inhabit and the spirit
that infuses it.This book takes its themes from our shared human history, our ancestral means of
attempting to understand the human condition and the world around us. The long mixture of
people from whom we’re descended had plenty of questions about the Earth and the Universe



and their place in it all. One of the ways they explored these questions was through
numbers.Numbers exist throughout nature—petals on a flower, stars in a constellation, fingers
and toes, and the phases of the Moon. Quantity. Time. Rhythm. Math is our way of exploring and
expressing this aspect of Nature. Math can’t convey the scent of a flowering apple tree, but we
can count five petals on each blossom. Later, we see a five-lobed star of seeds when we cut the
fruit in half horizontally. Traditional metaphysical correspondences associate the apple with the
planet Venus. Why? If we trace back farther, we’ll find what many early people knew: Venus
draws a pentacle in its orbit. The apple and the pentacle gradually came to be associated with
the goddess of love. There are mathematical means of tracking Venus’ orbit and her tenure as
Evening Star versus Morning Star, but unless the scent of the apple blossom can be part of our
equation, too, we risk missing the point.Aroma communicates vividly, dodging past logic, and
zooming directly to the senses. And the senses take us back to the question of the human form
and the human experience. We’re capable of understanding so much with our fabulous minds!
We can be so enamored and brainwashed by logic that we forget: We can also connect with
reality through the senses and the heart.American culture is not one that’s comfortable with
senses, heart, or intuitive ways of knowing. Most of us have been admonished since childhood
to “Use your head!” and “Think!” The phrase “What were you thinking?!” may have come in the
same breath as “Don’t let your imagination run away with you.”Intuition sparked our little-kid
panic when we heard our parents arguing with each other. Whether or not we understood their
words, we could feel their tension. Our intuitive response to their anger was “My security is at
risk!” But our intuition probably got shot down if we expressed our fears: “No, honey, Mommy and
Daddy aren’t mad at each other. Nothing’s wrong.” Maybe no one was lying, exactly—their
argument was indeed trivial, and no danger or loss would follow—but in reassuring us of our
safety in this way, the well-intentioned parent implicitly told us that we couldn’t trust our
intuition.If this happened only once during childhood, it wouldn’t have much impact. But for many
of us, versions of this scenario happened repeatedly. Our intuition—a crucial human survival
tool, eons in the making and closely wired in to the senses—was denounced and at least
partially dismantled. Our instinct about what and whom we can trust—starting with ourselves—
was branded untrustworthy. Logic became king.And logic loves numbers. Somewhere along the
line, our ability to count, to quantify, got perverted into the mistaken idea that everything is or
should be quantifiable. There’s no room here for the evocative aroma of the blossom-laden
apple tree gleaming white in the moonlight, but the supposed trade-off is gigantic: Logic will
keep us safe, fear- and anxiety-free, stable and sane.Except, of course, it can’t. Changes occur,
and we need all of our resources—including intuition and imagination and instinct—to adapt,
survive, and flourish.We know inherently how much we need our intuitive senses, so is it any
surprise if we gradually become distrustful of logic? This logic backlash happens especially
when we start to explore spiritual paths, avenues that encourage the senses and intuition. Some
numerology systems reflect this discomfort: They give us numbers, sure, but real math is allowed
in only begrudgingly and in the most simplistic terms.Unfortunately, that’s the practical



equivalent of seeing Thor’s hammer, Mjollnir, as just a symbol rather than as a practical tool.
Hey, that thing’s fine as a tattoo or necklace charm, but wow, don’t actually hit anything!In
mythology, Thor uses his hammer, creating thunder and lightning, forging alliances, shaking
things up and opening the way for change, whether the changes arrive through chaos and
upheaval, through flashes of insight and comprehension, or through the slow, steady glow of
enlightenment.That’s what tools do. They help us effect intentional change.And, at their best,
numbers are tools.That’s why we’re starting at Zero. This circle, this Zero, can be a doorway, a
portal. Just as Zero serves as a placeholder in math, it becomes the placeholding circle I create
when I call the quarters, marking off space “between the worlds,” inviting in those energies that
will serve my purpose, while keeping other energies at bay.Zero can be an excellent circle of
protection if—like me—you grew up being cautioned about the dangers of an “overactive
imagination.” Imaginary friends? Conversations with deceased grandparents? A simple sense of
the numinous in Nature? As young humans using all the senses we were born with, we hadn’t
learned yet to ignore those that made other people profoundly nervous. Instead of our inborn
awareness being nourished and encouraged, we were directed instead toward fact and logic:
“Use your head!”Logic isn’t the problem: Divorcing it from heart and spirit is. Being told to
“Think!” often meant “Don’t feel!” How significant that a common image of “magic” is a stage
magician sawing a woman in half. Modern culture fractures our awareness, women and men
alike, encouraging our fragmentation into jigsaw puzzles of varying roles, mistrustful of our
senses and of logic, and too often at odds with various aspects of ourselves.In that place of
vulnerability, we need a circle of protection. Within it, we can move toward retraining our sense of
intuition gradually and gently. One way to do that, as a bridge between two supposedly opposite
ways of knowing, is to reapproach numbers and math like we’re meeting them for the first time,
letting imagination run away as much as it likes, to a place where intuition and logic become
allies. The real act of magic is the reassembly of self.And here Zero is again, not as “nothing,” but
as a circle, a symbol of wholeness and continuity. Like an empty vessel, it stands wide open,
ready to “hold the space” for us, inviting us in where all is possible.Onward through the
portal. . . .CHAPTER N°1Counting“He counts using his fingers.” Nowadays, that phrase is
generally an unkind one, a snippy way of implying that a person isn’t very bright. Once upon a
time, though, counting on our fingers had sacred connotations, and to know the number of
things was itself an act of magic. Our word ritual comes from the Indo-European root ri, which
means “to count, to number.”1 The association of ri with “ritual” comes from the use of rites to
mark the seasons of the year, back in the days when a comprehension of time and seasons
could be crucial to survival. Clearly, our personal ancestors succeeded in their season-counting
and winter food storage, or we wouldn’t be here now. We can take that to mean that we all have
some inherent aptitude for timekeeping and calculating. In other words, we each have an
aptitude for practical math.Even before the advent of written numbers, people had ways of
enumerating quantities. We could cut or scratch notches on a spare piece of bone (many
examples of this have survived) or we could line up stones (which would then get scattered), or



we could use our fingers. The Sanskrit word for “finger-counting” is mûdrâ, closely related to
mudrâ, the word for the symbolic hand gestures seen in Hindu religious statuary and sacred
dance.2 Maybe you do your own little finger dances while you drive, drumming out basslines in
time with the radio, as rhythm divides time. Without consciously saying, “One, two, three, and
four . . . ,” you’re counting, in the most primal way, as body-knowledge. Forget multiplication
tables! Give me a turntable!Figure 1-1 There are many mudrâ gestures. Left to right, these six
are Dharmachakra (“teachings of law”), Vitarka (“argument”), Varada (“conferring grace”), Tarjani
(“warning”), Jnana (“teaching”), and Abhaya (“protection”).It’s hard to imagine looking at our ten
dancing fingers and not evolving a system based on 10. Those ten fingers—I mean, really, what
else could we have done? Ah, but people using the same standard-issue hands did come up
with other options. Read on.Zero and NineIn 773 CE, a diplomatic mission from northern India
arrived in Baghdad.3 From Baghdad to northern India is roughly 1,500 miles, minimum. As
modern humans, we tend to forget our most primal Road Trip roots. Chances are we had distant
ancestors who spent not hours, but days, weeks, months—or years—physically getting to a
location that really mattered to them. The Indian delegation made what must have been an
unimaginably arduous journey.This visiting Indian contingent included an astronomer/astrologer
named Kanaka. Though the studies of astronomy and astrology are now firmly separated, they
originally evolved together, and the Indians were considered especially skilled. Caliph al-
Mansur, the Arabian host, became so impressed with Kanaka’s star skills that he had Arabic
translations made of the Indian reference works Kanaka had brought along. These translations
were avidly shared, copied and recopied (by hand, of course), studied, discussed and mentally
digested among Arabian astrologers, and about 50 years later, an original work by Arab
mathematician al-Khuwarizmi appeared. Called Kitab al jam’ wa’l tafriq bi hisab al hind (“Indian
technique of addition and subtraction”), al-Khuwarizmi’s text concerned the still-novel Indian
numbers that had so impressed Caliph al-Mansur.4 Al-Khuwarizmi gave a detailed explanation
of decimal numeration, the nine Indian number symbols and “the tenth figure in the shape of a
circle” that was used “so as not to confuse the positions” of the numbers.5That “tenth figure in
the shape of a circle” was Zero. One theory of its origin: People counted using pebbles laid in
rows on a sandy surface. The Indians’ term for “higher computations” was dhuli-kharma, which
actually means “sand-work.” Let’s put pebbles in rows to represent quantities. To subtract, we
remove pebbles. What’s left? Some pebbles, of course, as well as faint depressions in the sand.
We check our math by looking at the dents left behind by the pebbles we removed. And the
shape of each depression would be a soft-edged circle in the sand, now containing nothing.6But
let’s get back to ancient Arabia. The al-Khuwarizmi text became popular in the Arab world and
quietly arrived in Europe during the long Moorish presence in Spain. Although the text seems not
to have spread into the rest of Europe, its ideas spread readily in other lands, and by the early
eleventh century the Indian numerals and the zero were in common use from the borders of
central Asia into northern Africa and Egypt. Undoubtedly, variations on this numerical
information migrated not just through Indian astrologers, but through other pragmatic folks as



well, since what worked for scholars and astrologers would also be useful to merchants and
accountants—to anyone making practical use of numbers. Finally, an abridged copy of al-
Khuwarizmi’s work, now simply called Arithmetic, was translated into Latin in 1126 CE, at which
point it quickly became influential and controversial throughout Europe.Why did Arithmetic make
such an impact? Because it presented some things Europe didn’t have: a consistent and simple
way to write the numbers 1 though 9, and the radically innovative placeholder, zero. What we
came to call the “Arabic numerals”—since they reached Europe through translations from the
Arabic—in fact have their roots deeply in India. The legendary brilliance of Indian astronomer-
astrologers like Kanaka was credited to their superior skill in mathematics, skills made easier by
their numerical system. Cuneiform and Roman numerals are okay for writing, and pebbles or
fingers work fine for counting, but neither is math-friendly. Astrologers needed writeable math
formulae capable of greater complexity, and by creatively pushing to discover better and more
detailed ways to express numbers, the ancient Indians moved to the forefront in astrology,
astronomy, and math.Not everyone approved of the new-style written numbers. “Quantities”
weren’t—and aren’t—the same as “numbers.” The former are visible objects, like sheep or
apples, while the latter, those “numbers,” are nothing more than weird shapes scrawled on a
page. Zeros are especially suspect: Pen a tail on 0 and it becomes 6 or 9. Tag on extra zeros,
and that bogus 9 becomes 90, 900, 9,000, or worse. Small wonder that eleventh-century monk-
historian William of Malmesbury considered the newfangled Indian-Arabic numerals, and
especially that pesky zero, to be “dangerous Saracen magic.”7Back to trustworthy finger-
counting. For the record, you can count to 9 on one hand using your five fingers and the spaces
between them. The odd numbers land on the fingers, and the gaps get the even numbers—5
odd, 4 even—and it works perfectly. The Chinese believed that even numbers were bad luck and
odd numbers were lucky. Perhaps this stemmed from even numbers landing on between-fingers
nothingness. The Pythagoreans simply believed that even numbers were female and odd
numbers were male, without the more pejorative good-or-bad-luck connotation.8 That gender
distinction could have been based on how these numbers are counted on the human hand: The
“male” odd numbers land on the projecting fingers, and the “female” even numbers nestle in the
open crevices between fingers. Pretty graphic, pretty basic.Figure 1-2 ZeroFigure 1-3 Hand
counting 9Nines have their own category of math tricks. For instance, any number multiplied by
9 “reduces” to 9. Try this with 18, 27, 36, 45, and any other multiplied-by-9 sum, and in each
case you’ll get 9, a good memory trick for 9’s multiplication table. When written together, those
multiplied-by-9 sums create a numerical palindrome—9, 18, 27, 36, 45, 54, 63, 72, 81, 99—
which (except for the doubled 99) reads the same backward and forward.There’s another old
trick, dating back to at least the tenth century, called “casting out nines.”9 Flip back to the “Using
This Book” section in the Introduction and look at the total for December 31, 1950: 1993.
Reduced, the sum was 4. That’s the same sum we can get immediately from 1993 by just adding
1 + 3 and “casting out”—that is, ignoring—the two 9s, which will cancel themselves out in the
next step anyway. Nines void themselves out—at least they have every time I’ve tested this. Why



does this work? I understand it—sort of—but happily it works whether or not I can explain it to
myself.TwelveLook at one of your hands. The index finger is also called the “pointer,” and point it
does, at least when we’re looking at something beyond that hand. But when we’re counting on a
single hand, the thumb is generally the built-in pointer. It’s an easy and automatic gesture, useful
when enumerating small amounts, but only small amounts.Or maybe not. Each of the four
fingers has three easily seen joints. Our pointer-thumbs can reach each finger joint and count to
12 using them. Did the Babylonians, who had a 60-based number system, use one hand’s
twelve finger joints to count to 12 and use the other hand’s five fingers for tracking how many
times they’d done so—12, 24, 36, 48, 60?We still buy eggs by twelves, and other things, too, like
fresh cookies and flowers. We have 12 months and 12 astrological signs, and 12 inches in a
foot, so the number has some practical applications. Some sources credit the word dozen as
coming from the Latin for “two” and “ten”—duo-decem—shortened gradually to dozen. Others
trace it back to an ancient Sumerian word that meant “a fifth of sixty.”10 Twelve is wonderfully
useful. It can be evenly divided by 2, 3, 4, and 6, and its multiples include significant numbers
like 24 (hours in a day), 60 (number systems, seconds, minutes), 108 (the Buddhist mala or
prayer beads), 144 (a gross), and 360 (the number of degrees in a circle). We’ll look at circles
more closely later.Figure 1-4 Hand counting 12FourteenNow let’s go a step—two steps—further.
If we include the thumb in our joint-counting, our number becomes 14. Unlike the fingers, the
thumb has only two readily visible joints. While 14 isn’t a number that readily springs to mind like
“dozen,” it’s had its uses. A fortnight is 2 weeks, literally 14 nights, shortened from fourteen-night.
In pre-metric Britain, if you said something weighed “a stone,” you meant 14 pounds. The ancient
Chinese, Assyrians, Babylonians, and Sumerians all counted to 14 on the finger-and-thumb
joints.The number 14 doesn’t do as many tricks as 9 or crop up as often as 12, but it has a
longtime magical correlation that would have made it important to many ancient people: the
Moon. See Chapter 2 for a look at this connection.Figure 1-5 Hand counting 14Fifteen and
MoreOther handy hand-counts of yore include an Indian and Bengali count of 15 (the 14-count
plus the pad at the base of the thumb) to track their 15-day “months,” each half a lunar cycle in
length. Twenty-four of these made up their 360-day year. A Muslim version of 15 used both
hands to count to 30, then added the tips of three fingers to reach 33, repeated thrice when
reciting the 99 attributes of Allah.11The Venerable Bede (673-735 CE, a monk who wrote De
ratione temporum—Of the Division of Time) tracked an important lunar cycle by counting 19
years on finger joints and tips, thumb joints and thumb pad of the left hand.12 Called the
“Metonic cycle” (for Meton, a fifth-century BCE Athenian astronomer), this tracks the Moon’s
motions as they repeat every 19 years, with Earth’s natural satellite in the same phase, sign,
degree, and declination on the same day of the month.13For a dramatic example, here are Full
Moon eclipses in 1991 and 2010:141991, December 21: Moon at 29º Gemini, 24º N
declination2010, December 21: Moon at 29º Gemini, 24º N declinationDice: The Fickle Finger of
Fate?Gambling with dice or “knuckles bones” has some loose but logical ties back to finger-
counting.15 The earliest dice were real knuckle bones, roughly cubical bones from the toes of



various critters. Called astragali (a reference to Astraea, goddess of justice?), they were used for
games of chance, but also came into play for making legal decisions, such as dividing
inheritances or sharing out temple income, even for selecting government officials. In the
geometric “Platonic” solids, the cube symbolizes Earth. That’s fitting, since in some ancient
cases, the cube-shaped dice influenced earthly, practical matters.The Assyrians were the first to
make clay dice, more evenly shaped than the irregular bones. In northern Europe, the invention
of dice was credited to clever Woden, deity of wisdom and prophecy. Our words lot (as in parcel
of land), lottery, and allotment all have their roots in the throwing of lots with dice. To say you
“cast your lot” with someone meant you were gambling your own fortune and luck with theirs.The
words—singular die, plural dice—come from the Low Latin dadus, meaning “given,” as in “given
by the gods.”16 Luck at dice wasn’t viewed as pure random chance: Winning was a cosmic sign
that the gods were smiling upon you.These pagan associations were a perfect setup for the
church to condemn dice as yet another of the devil’s innumerable playthings. Besides, why leave
temple profits, inheritances, and government jobs to the dicey whims of pagan deities?
Incidentally, dice needn’t be six-sided cubes. Eight-sided octahedron dice have been discovered
in Egyptian tombs (interesting: an octahedron is the shape of two pyramids joined at their
bases), while dodecahedron (twelve-sided) and icosahedron (twenty-sided) dice were
sometimes used by early fortune-tellers. Perhaps this was due to their respective Platonic
associations with ethereal Spirit and emotional Water, or maybe it was simply the fortune-tellers’
bid for more repeat business, by having even more possible answers available.There are twenty-
one possible combinations when rolling a pair of cubical dice:Add up all the dots on a single die
—1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6—and the total is 21.CHAPTER N°2The MoonHow many neopagans
does it take to tell what phase the Moon is in? A surprising number of us depend on printed
calendars rather than our own eyes to tell us if the Moon is waxing or waning. Tsk, tsk! This
primal piece of cosmic timekeeping can help us easily tap into a deeper cyclical awareness of
time.Some of this happens at a physiological level, in our own bodies. Young women are often
told at puberty that a “normal” menstrual cycle is 28 days long. What is seldom mentioned (at
least in mundane environs) is that the Moon and the menstrual cycle can move together. Like the
tides of the ocean, drawn higher by the Moon’s gravitational pull, the small ocean of the human
body responds to the Moon, too. Women are said to be more likely to begin labor around the Full
Moon, and once upon a time, women may have ovulated near the Full Moon and bled near the
New Moon.The menstrual cycle is still called the “moon time,” but according to some theories,
women in industrialized nations have been knocked out of harmony with the lunar cycle by all
the artificial lights that illuminate the modern night. Few of us now sleep in such total darkness
that the cyclical waxing and waning light of the Moon is noticeable to the responsive physiology
of the light-sensitive pineal gland in our “third eye” area. There may be ways of getting back in
sync (first, sleep in total darkness; then, use a night light on the 3 nights when the Moon is
fullest1), but one tiny miscalculation remains in these proceedings:The Moon’s cycle isn’t really
28 days. (See Figure 2-1.) From New Moon to New Moon, the Moon’s cycle in relation to the Sun



is between 29 and 30 days. This is called the synodic month, and its precise average is 29 days,
12 hours, 44 minutes and 3 seconds—29.53 days. Our earliest ancestors were already tracking
it roughly 30,000-35,000 years ago, making clusters of scratch-marks on bones, antlers, and
cavern walls, sometimes showing 29 scratches, sometimes 30.2,3Meanwhile, Luna’s monthly
journey through the twelve constellations of the zodiac is on a slightly different schedule. Based
on the relation to the stars rather than to the Sun, and called the sidereal month, the Moon’s star-
oriented circuit averages 27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes, and 12 seconds. If the synodic and
sidereal months were exactly synchronized, the Full Moon would be in the same sign of the
zodiac every month. But it isn’t (and how boring if it were).Instead, just as the Sun progresses
one zodiac sign per month, so does the Full Moon. Full Moons happen when the Sun and Moon
are opposite each other in our sky, so whatever sign the Sun is in, the Full Moon will be—must be
—in the opposite sign of the zodiac. Since it’s based on the backdrop of stars behind the Moon,
this Moon cycle isn’t nearly as obvious as her cycle of shape-changing phases.Figure 2-1 Moon-
weeksSo where did the association of the Moon with the number 28 come from? The New Moon
—shown as a solid black circle on calendars—occurs when the Moon and Sun are conjunct,
aligned with each other in the same astrological sign as seen from Earth. Except, of course, the
Moon isn’t seen at that time. (See Figure 2-2.) It’s in between the Earth and the Sun, so we’d
have to look directly into the Sun to find the Moon at all. Even then, the Moon’s lit “face” is facing
the Sun while the shadowed side faces us. We can’t see it.Figure 2-2 Solar eclipse and textSo
those persistent 28 days can be the days when the Moon might actually be visible, not black-
circle-on-the-calendar “new” and conjunct the Sun. Why count what we can’t see? We first see
the Moon when it moves out of conjunction as a barely visible crescent, poetically called
“Diana’s Bow,” in the western sunset sky. That’s when it’s visibly “new” to us, beginning its latest
cycle. Under optimum conditions—open terrain, clear sky, sharp eye—we might spot the tiniest
crescent one day after the calendar’s New Moon. Usually it’s at least another day before it’s
visible, weather and terrain permitting.THRICE-GREATEST HERMESFew deities have numbers
clearly incorporated into their names. Though sometimes written of as an historical
mathematician, Hermes Trismegistus—Thrice-Great Hermes—is the Egyptian god Aah-Tehuti,
or Thoth. Among his innumerable titles and tasks, he was the measurer and regulator in charge
of time and season; he was the heart and tongue of the supreme god Ra; he was the teacher of
all ancient wisdom; he was Logos, the Creative Word.The name Tehuti may have come from
tehu, an early Egyptian word meaning “ibis,” a bird with a very thin, very curved beak,
reminiscent of the slender Crescent Moon. But Tehuti’s name may also trace back to tekh, a
word related to both “weight” and “heart.”4 This is very apropos, since Tehuti supervised the
ceremony of weighing the heart of the deceased, balancing the person’s heart against Truth,
personified by the goddess Ma’at. In depictions of this ceremony, Ma’at was often symbolized by
her token, a feather, since truth is weightless, as a true heart would be. Ibis-headed Tehuti/Thoth
stood nearby, recording the results, “weighing the words,” here taken to mean not spoken
language but the inmost expressions of the soul itself.5In addition to his portrayal as a man with



the head of an ibis, Thoth was also depicted as the dog-headed ape. When the apes barked at
the rising Sun, they were announcing the day and marking time. The ibis and ape were each
thought to be the wisest of their kind, bird and mammal, and only the wisest could symbolize
Thoth.In his role as celestial timekeeper, Thoth was associated with the Moon. A mural on the
wall of the great temple at Dendera shows Thoth as “Lord of the Moon,” enthroned at the top of a
staircase. Fourteen steps lead up to him, like the nights leading from the dark of the Moon to Full
—Thoth sits on the top, fifteenth step—and the same fourteen steps lead back down as the
Moon wanes away.6 But Thoth wasn’t himself the Moon god—rather he was the god who
understood and tracked the Moon’s motion.This was a vital task for the Egyptians, since the
Moon’s symbolism carried into so much of their culture. For instance, the Nile River rose each
year, inundating the land and revivifying the soil. A “good inundation” was crucial to agriculture.
Measured at Elephantine, the inundation ideally reached 28 cubits in depth, a number related to
the full lunar cycle. At Memphis, the maximum depth would be 14 cubits, equated with the Full
Moon.7 As Lord of Rebirth, Thoth helped order and record this.Thoth’s cult-city was Khemennu
(or Khmûn, later called Hermopolis), which meant “City of Eight Gods,” or the eighth city along
the Upper Nile. And the number 8 leads us back to Thoth/Hermes’ title of “Thrice-Greatest.” An
ancient prayer says, “I am One who becomes Two; I am Two who becomes Four; I am Four who
becomes Eight; I am the One after that”: three mathematical steps of transformation.8 The other
eight gods were seen as contrasting pairs of deities, male/female, positive/negative, active/
passive, just the kind of light/dark duality we might expect to see in a Moon-related deity.9 Eight
—or three steps to reach 8 by math—is a recurring number for Tehuti, who in some prayers is
addressed as “Thoth, the Eight-times-great, the Lord of Khmûn, the Great God.” 10Elsewhere in
the extensive Hermes Trismegistus literature—often composed in the form of teaching by Thrice-
Greatest Hermes for his son Tat (another spelling of Thoth)—we find more numbers. In one
missive we find an unhappy Twelve, here being twelve “Torments of Darkness”—although only
those living in error will be tormented—while Ten is presented as the number “which gives birth
to souls.”Twelve is described here as the “Going-Forth.” Associated with the twelve signs of the
zodiac, it might be seen as the timed-based journey of human existence, as we strive to
understand the Earth-life. This knowledge-seeking phase is portrayed as multiplication-based—
that is, 3 x 4, 2 x 6—just as “multiplying” ourselves is a concern of human existence.Ten is
described as “The Return.” Representing a resolution of the life quest, it is reached more simply
through addition, that is, 7 + 3. The list of Ten positive attributes is Gnosis, Joy, Self-Control,
Continence, Righteousness, Sharing-with-All, Truth, The Good, Life and Light.11Although the
words Hermes and hermit have different roots, the figure on the Tarot’s Hermit card, number 9 in
the Major Arcana, is often shown carrying a lantern. Unlike a candle, a lantern encloses its light,
making the Hermit’s symbol one of enlightenment.Although geographically and culturally we’re
accustomed to things going left to right—how we read, for example, how our clock hands rotate,
and the stars and planets moving east to west, left to right, across the sky—Moon phases are
tracked from right to left as we face south. Sitting in a circle, pass an object to the person on your



left—it will return eventually from your right, having traveled clockwise, also called sunwise or
deosil. If you pass the object to your right, it will come back around to your left hand, having gone
counter-clockwise, also called moon-wise or widdershins. It never made sense to me that
counter-clockwise was literally “moon-wise” until I learned to track the Moon as if passing it to
my right, going “around the circle” of the zodiac to return to my left hand.When we first see the
new Crescent Moon low in the western sky just after sunset, its super-slim shape is like a
backward-C made by the right hand. (See Figure 2-3.) Even though its “horns” point up like a
shallow dish, that tilted dish will best fit your right hand. We might say, “It looks like a fingernail
clipping.” Begin counting on the joints of the right hand’s little finger. Watch each evening at
sunset, and the Moon will be a little higher in the western sky, farther behind and farther to the
left of the Sun. The Moon will be a little wider each evening as well, but while it’s waxing, the
solid edge of its shape will still fit into your cupped right hand. This is the logical time to perform
any spellwork in which “increase” is an overall theme.Figure 2-3 Hands with MoonWhen the
Moon reaches its first quarter—we see it as half-lit—it is directly to the South and overhead at
sunset. You can point your right hand toward the setting sun and your left hand up to the
overhead Moon, as if shaping a “three o’clock” position. When counting on your fingers, you can
use this as a checkpoint in your count: You should be on your middle finger, but your count may
have gotten a late start if the New Crescent wasn’t visible for its first few days.As it approaches
full, the Moon is so far to the left of the Sun that it’s rising in the East as the Sun’s already
lowering in the West. Finally, on the night of the Full Moon, the Sun sets as the Moon rises:
Sunset and moonrise are fairly simultaneous. You’ll have counted through all the right-hand
fingers and out onto the right thumb. Hold the left hand up to meet the right, thumb-to-thumb and
forefinger-to-forefinger, echoing the shape of the Full Moon as you “pass” it from right hand to
left.The count continues on the left hand as the Moon wanes. Once past full, the Moon is
narrower each night and rises after the Sun has already set. Now the Moon’s solid edge is
caught in the C-shaped curve of your left hand. This is the time for spellwork in which “decrease”
is your underlying theme, that is, banishing bad habits, getting closure, defining limits. As you
come to the left little finger in your count, the now-tiny Moon-sliver will be rising just before dawn.
The Moon has gone nearly full circle and is now just to the right of the Sun.We can only count to
28 in this manner, but that’s okay, because for at least a day or two the Moon is so closely in line
with the Sun that we can’t see it anyway. We won’t begin counting again until the Moon
reappears at sunset as a new Diana’s Bow, the super-slender crescent seen low in the western
sky.So here is a new “rule of thumb,” easy to remember, since to create the Full Moon’s circle
with our hands, we need to use the thumbs:• Little fingers, little Moon (think of that tiny
“fingernail clipping” shape).• Thumb joints, Full Moon—either almost, exactly, or just past.•
Widdershins means right to left, moon-wise, opposite the Sun’s motion, so:• Right-hand
backward-C-shape, the Moon is waxing, growing larger.• Left-hand C-shape, the Moon is
waning, shrinking in size.The Moon’s Unseen PhasesIf you’re using a calendar that supplies
more information than just a black circle to mark the New Moon, or if you’re using an ephemeris



(a symbol-laden guide to the daily placement of all the planets), the glyphs and time shown will
tell you when the Moon is precisely conjunct the Sun. That info generally looks something like
this:Figure 2-4 Ephemeris information sampleThis probably doesn’t mean 5:05 A.M. (or
whatever) in your own time zone, so be prepared to make simple corrections, as if figuring the
time difference for a long distance phone call.Dark: The Moon is considered “dark” when it’s no
longer visible as a tiny waning crescent in the early morning but hasn’t yet reached its exact
conjunction. Up until our hypothetical 5:05 A.M., the Moon is still waning, and its energy is still
symbolically lessening. Any waning-Moon spellwork is apropos.New: Once the Moon reaches
exact conjunction it’s considered “new” (what I call “calendar new”) even though it’s not yet
visible. This is waxing, “increase” energy, very fresh, a birthing time of new beginnings, good for
launching new projects.Using either Dark or New Moons will depend on knowing the exact time
of the Sun-Moon conjunction. Some people are able to sense the shift of energies from Dark to
New. If you intend to work at these times, make it personal: Practice attuning yourself to feel that
shift. Or you may find you prefer to wait until you physically see Diana’s Bow in the evening sky,
and make that personal connection with the Moon a part of your working.Experiment: Try varying
times and phases to find what’s most effective for you.
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spinnerknitter, “well written but heavy on new age. pro: well written and clearly explained
number patterns. good, but brief, historical backgrounds.con: definitely heavily weighted
towards the view that fascinating number patterns are somehow intrinsically "magic" and very
lacking in showing the real scientific magic of how theses patterns work in nature and in physics”

Luke, “Very good. Very personal. I really appreciate how the author expresses her personal
opinions and experiences with numbers throughout this book -not in long anecdotes -but in
small ways that give a full grasp of the material. Also, this allows here to express her own
theories of numbers, history, and religion in a way that I found refreshing -despite not always
agreeing.”

Mike Luciano, “Great primer!. Great primer! I really enjoyed the mix of math, history and
mysticism and how it combines all three in a practical guide for mindfulness when approaching
this subject. The chapter on the Knights Templar was particularly good”

Jessica, “Good condition. Book is in good condition and doesn't smell like anything else but a
book.”

bwhite, “I liked the approach of the author and all the uses .... Not what I actually expected, but
lots of research went into this. I liked the approach of the author and all the uses for numbers.”

Allan M. Striker, “Math for Mystics. This is an interesting and fun read. The book provides many
interesting concepts and information I had not previously known.”

poet1, “Logic of the Universe. There are times that we need to have a base for our existence.
Math for Mystics involves our heart, spirit and body.”

Warren, “Good Stuff. Fills in the history of math.”

imelda almqvist, “Mathemagicians. Some years ago I was in the thrall of mathematics. I made a
series of paintings about “the mysteries hidden in mathematics” (...) and I was hanging out with
mathematicians at every opportunity. They helped me navigate territories I stood no chance of
accessing on my own. Therefore I was delighted to come across Renna Shesso’s book. In her
Introduction she talks about the “Post-Traumatic Maths Disorder”, so common in our culture!
Renna Shesso’s book is “delicious” because it invites us to connect with the “magical mysteries
of numbers” without needing to master any “high school mathematics”. Our ancestors were well
aware of the magical properties of numbers and they needed to ‘get their maths right’ because
survival depended on predicting seasonal changes. I have three sons doing maths as a crucial



part of their Middle and High School curriculum. I often share snippets from Renna Shesso's
book with them, just to “keep the magic alive” and to encourage them to enjoy the more mystical
and quirky properties of numbers! This book is for anyone who wishes to regain the childlike joy
and delight in the properties and quirks of numbers. Picking up this book today has just inspired
me to plan a session for my shamanic group for young people about maths. I think I will call this
session “Mathemagicians”!Imelda Almqvist, shamanic practitioner, teacher and painter, London
UK”

Anna, “Good. A very interesting interpretation of the history of math, I enjoyed reading this a lot. I
very good book. I would buy a more detailed verwion of the book, with detailed math
computations.”

The book by Renna Shesso has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 75 people have provided feedback.
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